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There doesn't seem to be a day that goes by at RMI Golf Carts that we don't receive phone calls
or emails on the topic of battery chargers. Many times folks ask "do you guys sell chargers"?
The answer is of course "yes"! But like we tell everyone that calls, more than likely you don't
need to buy a new charger. Many people are shocked to know that most of the time they can be
repaired. More often than not the issue is with the charger handle. Inside the charger handle
there's a little clip. These clips wear and get pushed out of place. Pull the clip back out, so that
it is grounded to the post. With power supply plugged in, lift up on the cord rotate it different
directions to see if the charger comes on. Unplug the charger. Use the voltmeter and ground it
to the screw next to the fuse, and press the other end to the opposite side of the fuss. If you
have a bad fuse, here is the part number for the E-Z-Go Powerwise charger: replacement 50 amp
fuse part number is G Ground the heatsink board. With the other wand, touch each diode
separately. If any of the diodes beep or buzz, then all of the diodes need to be replaced. The part
number for the Powerwise replacement diodes is G1. The replacement part number for the
Powerwise charger motherboard is G Use your voltmeter to test the positive end of the charger
handle. Press the other end to the negative line coming in near the fuse. This is just one last
check to be sure, since often the handle of the E-Z-Go Powerwise Charger is where people tend
to have issues. Did you check the charger cord? Did you check the fuse on the Powerwise
charger? If you have a bad fuse, here is the part number for the E-Z-Go Powerwise charger:
replacement 50 amp fuse part number is G01 Did you check the diodes on the charger? Did you
take a look at the motherboard of the Powerwise charger? Did you check for current continuity
along the charger handle and cord? Diode Stud Type - Powerwise 50 Amp Fuse. Rick â€” Good
day! Thanks for your inquiry. See link below to another blog article about such lights. So being
when you plug in the charger to the cart â€” it does not know it is plugged in as it does not
sense voltage. Double check the wiring cart side. Check the voltage at the battery bank 48 volt
â€” then check at the receptacle. You should have the same exact number at either location and
tell us the circuit is complete. Chuck â€” The technical answer would be Yes, but realistically
you would never really notice itâ€¦ The parasitic load that charger places on the battery bank
would be way way below an ampâ€¦. Learn more about these new golf cart battery chargers
hereâ€¦. I just put sealed gel batteries in my cart. I have a total of 48 volts. I there any issues
with the gel batteries? Any settings required? Thank you for your inquiryâ€¦. Yes I would
recommend a smart charger that you can program specifically for GEL. These types of batteries
have different characteristics then a regular flooded batteryâ€¦. That little Delta Q QE charger is
not the greatest charger in the worldâ€¦ Just a cheap solution the bean counters at Ezgo came
up with to give away with a cart sale. Hands down considering all the options I think Lester has
the best charger on the market again with the Summit II modelsâ€¦ and they have the industry
best 4 year warranty. Just replaced 4 12 volt batteries. Wanted to give a charge to the new
batteries. Did I miss something. Cart seems to run fine. Harry â€” No Worriesâ€¦ Sounds like the
charger is charging properly, though sometimes the LED light goes out on the cart side
receptacles and will not flash anymore. Also see this issue sometimes with aftermarket
chargers that replace the OE units. Even though they might be better chargers and better for the
batteriesâ€¦ no always compatible with OE equipment. You should be fine, as long as you see
the charger lights flashing on the charger. You can always confirm the charger is working if you
do a basic touch test after 30 minutes to an hour of plugging it in. If it is really working the
charger will be hot to the touch. Just replaced the 4 batteries, drove the cart, went to plug it in to
charge and the charger flashes 6 red lights. Chris â€” Yepâ€¦. They are not the best battery
chargers. What can you expect when they give it away with a cart. By far the smartest and best
charger on the market. Plus it will take care of your batteries even if you went on a 4 month
vacation. Comes with a 4 year manufacturer warranty. No LED when plugged into the golf cart
batteries or when unplugged from the golf cart batteries. Is there something else I can check? Is
it time to get a new charger? Thanks for the help! Sounds like the charger is shotâ€¦. You
should be able to see a light when charging but will not otherwiseâ€¦ usually we will plug all in
and then check voltage on the battery bank of the cart to see if the voltage changed from the
resting voltageâ€¦.. Though cannot check the voltage coming out of the DC side cord as all
these chargers need to sense voltage befoe they will apply amperage if working properly. Lastly
these are not the best chargers in the world not even close actually â€¦ Ezgo gave these away
when you purchased a cartâ€¦ so cannot expect much from something that was given awayâ€¦.
Pete recommends the new Lester Summit II charger as they are just awesome and come with
the industry best 4 year manufacturer warranty. I have the 48V QE Charger and often leave the
cart charging overnight. Is this going to drain my batteries quicker or is there an auto shutoff for
the charger? Troy â€” Always put the charger on the cart after useâ€¦ to ensure the batteries are
fully charged for the longest possible service life of the batteriesâ€¦. And yes of course all new
style chargers have an auto shut offâ€¦. The charger is only looking for voltage achieved â€”

once that number is reached the charger shuts off. Question about PowerWise QE 48v battery
charger. Three to four seconds after plugging the charger into my cart a clicking sound like a
relay powering on and off eminates from the charger and the green light flashes in unison with
the clicking. What going on? Pete thank you for your inquiryâ€¦. The golf cart battery charger is
basically sensing voltage once plugged in and a relay clicks internally to start the chargerâ€¦.
All new style chargers have to sense voltage before they will turn on and start to apply
amperageâ€¦. The green flashing light is indicating it is chargingâ€¦. The charger relay
continues to make the clicking sound every second or so and the green light comes on every
time it clicks. David â€” yes you are correct the charger is trying to cycle thru but is faulting out
for some reasonâ€¦. Might need a new Golf Cart Battery Chargerâ€¦. Does it have an auto shutoff
feature after the battery is fully charged? Just put 4 new 12v batteries in my cart. The Power
Wise QE will blink green once then 2 reds from that point on. I tried my neighbors Power Wise
QE and it works fine. Is mine repairable? No real info here â€” everything Pete answered can be
read on the outter cover of charger. Are there any replaceable parts inside QE2 diodes,
capacitor, etc. Surely there are replaceable parts such as diode, resistors and such. Though we
do not service used chargers. You can try to reach out to several OE or aftermarket
re-manufacturers to rebuild units. But by the time you get done shipping back and forth and
paying for the repairs â€” it makes more sense to just purchase a new charger â€” better brands
and quality readily available for roughly the same amount of money. But New product with
warranty â€” so really a no brainer. Checkout our complete line of golf cart battery chargers
from numerous manufacturers hereâ€¦. Currently I would say Lester Electrical is back on the top
of the mountain with the new Summit series II line of chargers. Also comes with the industry
best 4 year manufacturer warranty. Name Required. Email Required. If you are looking for a
replacement you can follow this link to the product page. Replacement Charger All Heated Up! I
charged cart batteries with it and did notice it got hot. It appeared to be charging ok. Green light
was blinking. Is that normal? John John â€” Thank you for your recent orderâ€¦ Just wanted to
drop you a line to answer your question and address your concerns. All battery chargers will
generate heat. So they do get hot. It is usually related to how hard they work to charge up the
battery bank. The harder they need to work The longer they are charging the hotter they will get
If your batteries where quite low because you where without a charger for a spell it just needed
to run longer than usual. Keep an eye on it for a few more times to be sure once back in the
normal use. Only other scenario is if the batteries are quite old and eventually become stubborn
about taking a chargeâ€¦ In this case the charger will just keep on charging until the batteries
reach a certain voltage or the automatic charger timeout â€” commonly a 12 hr feature. I have it
placed in a sheltered area, but the sun was shining on it this morning. That is the metallic sound
of a relay clicking as it tries to make a connection with the cart. If not plugged into the cart I do
not recommend leaving plugged into the wall. Have 2 red flashes on charger. New batteries
Reply. After 48 volt powerwise reaches full charge, can it discharge battery leaving it plugged
in? Learn more about these new golf cart battery chargers hereâ€¦ Reply. Power Onâ€¦ Pete
Reply. Robert K. MacCallum jr. Another question when i plug the charger into my cart first
should the charger blink at all Reply. Pete Reply. Leave a Reply Click here to cancel reply.
Contact Us Email: pete batterypete. Search Products Search. Review us on Google. One Stop
Shop Where the general public goes for great products at fair prices. Battery Pete is your one
stop shop for all your battery needs. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. Consider these available
items. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Register a free business
account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Everything about it. On time, great price, couldn't
ask for more. Product as described and delivered quickly. It came quickly and it works. See all
reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology

Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Learn about wiring
and troubleshooting 1-Wire networks with informative documents from PowerWise. See how the
inDAC is wired to sen
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sors and meters for airflow, tank levels, CO2, relative humidity, air quality, temperature, current,
and more. Download inSense specifications and related wiring diagrams. These sensors offer
the ability to monitor temperature, relative humidity, air quality, and CO2. View the specification,
installation guides, and related documents for RainWise weather station equipment. PowerWise
has been selling these technologies since Let us know about your project. Share information
about the electrical system or building to be monitored. PowerWise offers two different
monitoring technologies: SiteSage and inView. Interested in energy management systems?
Contact PowerWise. About PowerWise PowerWise is a proven innovator of monitoring and
control technology. Recent Web Updates. Energy Efficiency Technology and Reports. Easily
measure electricity by building or mechanical system. SiteSage Product Configurations. There
are two primary versions of SiteSage: residential andâ€¦. Back to top Questions?

